
The Drunken Patriot 
(All the news regardless of its fitness for print)

Marshal Lannes the Bloody Butcher of Mainz
(Pieced together from various French propaganda leaflets)
Frances Juggernaut swept through the Rhineland and into 
Mainz this month.  General Lannes engineered a defeat of 
horrific proportions on the antique Rhineland army. 
Inflicting almost twenty thousand casualties on the 
Rhineland army at a cost of about five hundred men.  Most 
of those five hundred were due to one volley from the 
Rhineland cannons before they too departed the field of 
disgrace.   
In other related news, the French forces have occupied all 
of the electorate of Hanover.  The King of England was said 
to be frothing mad over this, of course that is not much of 
a distinction.  Lord Frank Chadwick Pitt (the even younger) 
prime minister of current English parliament was quoted as 
saying ‘eh’. 

Confusion in Lubeck 
(From a conversation with Randal Arthur Trenton Seaman first class)
The whaler ‘Jossey’ was in the port of Lubeck a while ago  
and said there was considerable confusion in the port with 
troops sitting around doing nothing.  The close blockade by 
Prussian ships that could be seen flitting back and fourth 
just outside of cannon range seem to have had little 
effect.   

Kingdom of Naples Collapses
(Third hand information from a colleague who was aboard a ship that 
stopped in Gibraltar and heard a second hand rumor none of which could 
be confirmed but its good press)
Able Goodman related unto me the story he heard in the 
Mullet and Hoary Knuckle a pub on the Rock of Gibraltar.  
I heard two salts talking away one relating to the other 
that the ship had just pulled into harbor the day before. 
He said that they have been in Naples harbor and had seen a 
set of coaches come quite quickly down to the docks.  The 
inhabitants of said coaches being of the highest quality 
people had boarded the Spanish sloop ‘Ring-a-ding-ding’ and  
set sail all within an hourglass of time.  Shortly after 
the ship left the docks an angry mob came down the hill. 
The mob put to the torch near by warehouses, and the 



coaches.  The captain had ordered set sail and they had 
departed abruptly along with a dozen other vessels in the 
port.  Leaving behind many of the ships crew in their 
propitious departure. 

A sad note
The interesting Kahl Marx has gone missing after a second 
battle in Cassel.  Petard Marx is beside himself.

A note to the editor from Rome
To Benjamin Franklin Bache

Hello Ben,

Thanks for the lucre (as they say here in these part) it’s  
a lot cheaper here in Rome.  By the by apparently its near 
impossible to get in and see that popery guy.  We couldn’t  
even tour the palace.  Apparently you have to be catholic, 
the nerve… Oh you would not believe it.  Almost everyone  
here is a catholic.  It’s like that Lucifer guy never  
hammered his newspaper to the church door here.

What exactly did you tell my wife when you saw her?  I have 
not so much as received a letter from her since then. 
Thanks keep up the good work.  

Oh and thought you would like to know there is some sort 
murmur of horrid happenings up north in Germany.  Plague, 
death, war or some such...  The wine here is even better 
than the Austrian stuff.  And they have this great thing 
called anti-pasto.  Its always different but right 
afterwards you get noodles. And its covered in this naval 
tomato paste called marina.  

Oh a bit up your alley Ben.  There’s news from someplace  
south of here.  Apparently the King of Nay-pels has 
departed and the unruly mob has taken control.  Apparently 
some guy called Guido Garibaldi started it.  And now he’s  
leaving too taking his wife and moving to the piedmont 
region. I thought piedmont was in the Carolinas?

Tell my wife hello every chance you get

Your drinking buddy Sammy



P.S. off to Athens next

Prussian Propaganda
(Direct from der emperor)
The aggressive Nassau forces that invaded Brunswick and 
caused us to have to intervene in their affairs have been 
defeated.  Thousands of Nassau troops have surrendered 
their arms, once free of the despotic oversight of their 
horrid king.  Happy Prussian peasants have been hard at 
work building the refugee Nassau troops comfortable cabins 
to stay in through the winter.  We hope to be able to 
repatriate them in the spring.  A few though fevered in 
their newfound freedom have been reluctantly accepted into 
our ranks.  

Dastardly Danes Dash Swedish Swine
(It has been heard…)
In a Norway battle the Danes bled the porky Swedes till 
they squealed uncle.  Nothing else is known.

Crusading kleptomaniac Cossacks purge Prussia of various 
valuables.
(It has been heard…)
Russians have marched into Prussia and have maneuvered deep 
into the countryside opposed by outnumbered Prussians 
who’ve yet to come to grips.

Congress U.S., New York City
Travel advisory.
Congress having received notification from the following 
European governments advises not sailing on their ships, 
nor traveling in the following lands due to war breaking 
out. England, France, Sweden, Russia, Prussia, Westphalia, 
Bavaria, Denmark, Turkey, Cassel, Rhineland, Hess.
Newly Added Switzerland, Austria
 


